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      There has been much discussion in Washington regarding what is going to happen to 
federal employees’ benefits and how these changes will affect their retirement, including 
when they can retire and how their pensions will be calculated. Some examples of 
proposed changes are: (1) Changing from the “high-three” average salary to the “high-
five” average salary; (2) FERS employees contributing 6 percent of their salary to the 
FERS Retirement and Disability Fund rather than the current .8 percent; and (3) raising 
the minimum retirement age for FERS employees to age 62. 

      While employees can protest these proposed changes and let their voices be heard, the 
ultimate decision regarding federal employees’ benefits is in the hands of Congress. 
Nevertheless, there are several tasks that employees can and should perform in order to 
for them to secure a more financially stable retirement. These tasks are discussed here.

       •Have a budget and stick to it. Everyone needs a budget – new employees,  
       mid-career employees, and employees close to retirement. But budgets are especially
       important for one’s retirement because it tells us how much one has to save 
       in order to have sufficient income to pay one’s expenses during 
       retirement which, according to many financial experts do not decrease –
       especially during the early years of retirement.

       •Reduce debt.  According to Strategic Business Insights, a research firm in Menlo
       Park, Calif., between 2000 and 2008 the average debt for households headed by a 
       person age 55-plus almost doubled to $66,000. Retirees ideally have less 
       debt – not more debt – compared to employees. Assuming one has the liquid 
       assets to pay off one’s mortgage, or downsizing – selling one’s principal 
       residence that is nearly empty because the children “have left the nest” –
       makes good sense for employees nearing retirement. And paying off “bad debt” – 
       credit card debt - makes total financial sense before one retires.  

      •If the CSRS or FERS annuity and the amount in the TSP are insufficient,
       then do not retire. Employees who are eligible to retire but feel they will have
       insufficient retirement income – a CSRS annuity, a FERS annuity, and TSP
       income - should not retire. Employees can only increase the amount of their
       retirement income by continuing to work for the federal government.  The
       more years an employee works, the larger the CSRS or FERS annuity. The
       more years an employee works, the more opportunity to contribute to the
       TSP and, for FERS employees, the more TSP matching from their agencies.
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     •Take advantage of current low tax rates.  While there has been much talk
       in Washington about not raising taxes, there is has been no talk in 
       Washington about lowering taxes. Federal tax rates have been low for several 
       years now, and will continue to be low – at least through the end of 2012. 
       Federal employees nearing retirement should take advantage of these rates.
       For example, if they have traditional IRAs they are no longer contributing to, they
       should consider converting these traditional IRAs to Roth IRAs. In so doing,
       they will pay taxes at a lower rate now compared to the rate they would pay 
       if they were not to convert to Roth IRAs and federal tax rates were to rise in
       the future. They would then pay more taxes on their traditional IRA withdrawals. 
       Another example: Consider selling capital assets (stocks, bonds or mutual funds)
       held outside of a retirement and take advantage of the “preferential” long term
       capital gain tax rates – currently 15 percent. There is talk in Congress on 
       raising preferential tax rates to 20 percent starting in 2013.   

      •Plan now for future long term care. Planning for possible future long term care is
       a challenging task. Buy long term care insurance? If so, buy it from the federal
       government or from a private insurance company?  Long term care insurance
       is complicated and can be expensive. Among the other options: Self-insuring -
       assuming one has sufficient assets to set aside to invest. Another possibility: 
       “Hybrid-policies” that provide both life insurance and long term care benefits 
       – but a relatively high premium cost. 

        Many employees’ reaction to these recommendations: Too much to do and too little
 time to do it. But the consequences of not taking control of their retirement could be 
 devastating – even if Congress ends up not trimming federal retirement benefits.       
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